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VOLUNTEERING
I make no apologies for returning to
the subject of last year's editorial.
Ramblers aim of protecting and improving the path network as well as
widening the scope of access for
walkers needs members to get involved. I wish to highlight a number
of ways in which you can help.
The Glamorgan Area, as an organisation, oversees and coordinates the
work of Groups as well as providing
grants for projects. You will read in
the reports that follow that both the
Chairman and Secretary are standing
down at this year's AGM. So there
is an urgent need for volunteers to
step forward to fill these positions.
Alex, our retiring Chairman, and
Allen, retiring as Secretary, will be
only too willing to offer help and
encouragement to anyone who is
interested. Both are important roles
if Glamorgan area is to function effectively.
Then you might like to read the report of your Group and check whether there are pleas for help in carrying

Belgian Walkers on their final strenuous walk up Pen-y-fan. (See the reports of the
Penarth and Vale of Glamorgan Groups for more about their visit to South Wales)

out their work. As a general rule,
however well they are doing, they
are always on the lookout for new
walk leaders. All will offer help and
encouragement to anyone who
wants to have a go.
A final example of what you might
get involved in is something you can
do in your own time and in your own
way. Gwyn, in his report on footpath matters, draws attention to the

Big Pathwatch campaign. This is a
great opportunity for anyone who is
worried that a specific job means too
much commitment. All you need to
do is to walk a 1km OS square and
report any problems you find. You
can do more than one, if you wish.
Details on how to join the campaign
are in Footpath Officer report.
I would stress that, for any role you
might think of taking-up, Ramblers

GLAMORGAN AREA AGM
SATURDAY 7th NOVEMBER 2015 at

2:00pm

At

Sobell Leisure Centre , The Ynys, Aberdare, CF44 7RP
(Across the road from Aberdare Railway Station)
Includes a presentation from Ramblers Worldwide Holidays
on their walking holidays for groups and individuals
With Morning Walk of around 4 miles starting at at 11:00am from the venue
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offers information on what the role
involves as well as the opportunity to
attend training courses.
Diane Davies

CHAIRMAN
For those of us who remember him, it
was sad to hear of the death of Derek
Smith. He was the South Wales Area
Chairman just prior to me. Both
Derek and his wife Nina were active
members of the Ramblers in Wales for
many years, along with Norman Slater, of course. I mention them in the
same sentence, because they were both
members of WCEC and SW Area
Council over a similar time period.
Sometimes, amusingly, Derek and
Norman would try to outdo each other
in the length of their speeches. If my
memory serves me right, Derek was
usually the winner, but Norman would
counter by writing a paper on the subject in question. Two memorable, passionate and useful volunteers and
characters.
It was subsequent to Derek retiring as
Area Chairman that we decided to
split the South Wales Area into Glamorgan Area and Greater Gwent.
This was due to the absence of either
the south of our area or the north,
dependent on where we held our meetings. If it the meeting was in Newport,
then West Glamorgan failed to attend
and if in Cowbridge, then groups in
Monmouth and Newport area gave us
a miss. So we split, and Norman Slater
worked with us to achieve that objective.
I took over as Area Chairman in 1992
or 1993, I do not properly remember
the date, but I have held that role for
quite a few years. Nowadays, I play
little or no active role in our Area and
Ramblers Cymru more widely and I
feel that there is no point in my hanging onto a position if I am not an active
volunteer. It is time to move on and
allow a breath of fresh air to enliven
our Area Council.
I will be standing down as Glamorgan
Area Chairman at our AGM in November and hope to hand over to a
Chair, male or female, who will take
us forward into the new era of Ramblers UK and Ramblers Cymru in particular.
Alex Marshall

AREA SECRETARY
Another year has flown by and the
usual thought process dwells on what
should one include in an Area Secretary's report? Well for a start this will
be my last one as I will be standing
down at our AGM on the 7th November at the Sobell Leisure Centre in
Aberdare, on 'home ground', rather
appropriate I thought!
I have been Area Secretary since being
elected at our AGM in 2009, the third
Glamorgan Area secretary following
John Thomas and the late Terry
Squires, who was our first area secretary when the Glamorgan Area was
formed on 21st September 1996 following the break up of the old South
Wales Area. Why do I mention this
you may ask, well, quite simply that
from it's inception in 1996 to the
present day we have been fortunate to
have had the services of Alex Marshall
as our Chair; indeed, Alex was also
Chair of the old South Wales Area
from 1993 to 1996. He has also decided to stand down at our AGM. During
his tenure as Chair, Alex has provided
us with great leadership in that unassuming way of his, not only to the
Glamorgan Area, but to Ramblers in
Wales. It has been my privilege to
have know Alex since the South Wales
Area days and I sure you will agree
with me in wishing him the very best
in his 'retirement' as our Chair. Diolch
am popeth wyt ti wedi wneud a bob lwc yn
y dyfodol.
Our AGM on 1st November 2014 was
hosted by Neath Port Talbot group at
the Twyn y Twr Tavern, Baglan (have
we had our AGM in a pub before?).
Our thanks to them for the arrangements and to Gwyn Lewis in his capacity of Ramblers Cymru Chair for
providing us with an update on the
changes at the Cardiff Office as well as
updating us on the Ramblers Vision
Process & Business Plan for the next
ten years. The Area walk on 10th June
was well organised by the Penarth &
District group and our thanks to them
for organising three lovely walks in the
Vale countryside.
I attended General Council (GC) in
Cambridge on 28th & 29th March with
my wife Chris. GC was dominated by
debate on democracy. Basically GC
has voted for more time to consider
and consult on the ideas proposed by
the review of Governance last year,
such as one member one vote for the
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election of Trustees and changes to the
present structures of elections.
Welsh Council was held at Llanberis
on 11th & 12th April and once again I
attended with Chris, my wife. The
weekend was well organised, and had
a good mix of debate and workshops,
one which I attended on Area &
Group Structure in Wales was very
informative. Indeed, it will be interesting to see in the coming year if there
will be any changes to the status quo.
I would like to acknowledge the support of all volunteers within the Glamorgan Area, without whom, we
could not function. But especially to
our retiring Chair Alex Marshall who
in his first report to us as Glamorgan
Area Chair, in October 1997 said, "I
am unsure whether or not it is a good thing
or bad, to have not a lot to say."
Diolch yn fawr iawn
Allan Harrison

TREASURER
In his report to General Council last
April, Robert Peel, Ramblers Treasurer, reported “a very satisfactory financial
position, (and) improved internal financial
monitoring”. It is good to see this improvement, and it has been reflected in
the approach to budgetary control of
areas and groups.
We applied for £9,000 in 2014/15 and
this was granted (£8,630 in 2013/14).
The Basic Allocations to groups increased slightly, but are still deliberately tight, requiring groups to review
their reserves, and apply for additional
funding if required. Our spend at Area
continues to be ‘modest’, and I forecast
that we will have a surplus in 2014/15
of £1,478 against a budget deficit of
£410. This will bring our reserves to
£7,960, just over the limit of 100% of
total expenditure. I give comparative
figures in the summarised Receipts &
Payments Accounts shown in the Table on page 3.
Total Group Funding was £3,820
(2013/14: £4,354). Three groups applied for funding in excess of their
basic allocation: Cardiff, Neath Port
Talbot and Vale of Glamorgan. Swansea again required no funding. Actual
funding was less than budget as Cardiff
requested £500 less than their original
application.

2013/14

9 mths

2014/15

2015/16

Actual

to June 15
Actual

Budget

Budget

Reserves b/f

5,676

6,482

6,482

7,960

Total Income

8,695

6,813

9,060

9,060

Group Funding
Newsletters/publicity
Practical work
Meetings
Admin
Other

4,354
2,602
288
475
70
100

3,820
2,591
114
256
103

4,320
2,600
1,400
750
400

4,424
2,800
1,400
750
400

Total Payments

7,889

6,884

9,470

9,774

806

-71

-410

-714

6,411

6,072

7,246

Surplus/Deficit(-)
Reserves c/f

6,482

I am pleased that we have contributed
to footpath projects during the year.
We purchased signs for the St. Illtyd’s
Way, receiving a grant from Swansea
Council, leaving a net amount of £114.
A similar spend in the Neath Port Talbot area was expected but did not take
place. However, we part funded the
purchase of kissing gates by Taff Ely
group for £483, bringing the total spent
on projects to £597 for 2014/15.
This year to date, I have received no
expense claims from Group Footpath
Officers, although I hope to receive
some before the year-end. This is an
additional way Area can fund groups’
activities, but so few footpath officers
are keen to claim expenses for what
they regard as a hobby.
Our Budget Application for 2015/16
has been submitted, and is awaiting
approval. We are again requesting
£9,000 total funding, resulting in a
small deficit. Group Funding has increased to £4,424 due to Swansea applying for their basic allocation for the
first time budgets were introduced, and
Cardiff’s request being higher than
their reduced amount in 2014/15. I
have again included a £1,000 budget
for footpath projects.
I would like to thank Group Treasurers
for the prompt and accurate completion of annual returns and budgets.
Also, I would like to thank Alex Marshall for holding the fort while I am on
my ‘gap year’ in Australia. At last
year’s AGM, I said that I wished to
carry on as Treasurer, and so far, undertaking my duties remotely has
worked well. I wish to stand for re-

election in November, and I am looking forward to my usual involvement
with The Ramblers next year.
Ian Fraser

FOOTPATH OFFICER
Big Pathwatch
There’s still time to join Ramblers
most ambitious campaign ever to protect and improve our glorious paths in
England and Wales. The Big Pathwatch survey ends 31 December 2015.
Visit Big Pathwatch on the Ramblers
website for info and how to get involved.
How to take part? Register for the Big
Pathwatch, pick an OS Explorer Map
1km grid square, go for a walk, walking every footpath in your square and
report any path problems you encountered. Ramblers will work to solve the
problems you find.
Goodbye to Gating Orders, hello
to Public Space Protection Orders
On 20th October 2014 new laws,
which see the end of Gating Orders
and their replacement with Public
Space Protection Orders, come into
operation in England and Wales.
These provisions are part of the Antisocial Behaviour, Crime and Policing
Act 2014.
Ramblers had hoped that the reform of
anti-social behaviour laws would be an
opportunity to seek improvements to
Gating Order procedures so that local
communities and walkers could have
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more influence on the making of orders. Ramblers were also worried because the new Public Space Protection
Orders go much further than Gating
Orders. Not only can they can be
applied to any public space, they also
make it a criminal offence to fail to
comply with the terms of such an order.
Ramblers talked to the government
and to MPs and Peers about its concerns and the Bill was amended as it
made its way through Parliament. In
particular, the guidance for local councils on using these new powers is now
statutory, and there is additional guidance for local authorities in an Information Note which discusses the rights
of way and open space issues in more
detail.
Ramblers Cymru Manifesto
On 9th July 2015, in good time for next
year’s Welsh Assembly Elections (on
5th May), Ramblers Cymru presented
its manifesto to Welsh Government at
the Senedd. This called on the Welsh
Government and Assembly Members
to help build a walking future for
Wales and make it the best country in
the world for walkers. You can download the Ramblers Cymru manifesto
Wales for Walking in Welsh or in English from the Ramblers website.
Welsh Government Green Paper:
Access & Outdoor Recreation
The Welsh Government published in
July the long awaited Green paper on
improving opportunities to access the
outdoors for responsible recreation.
The paper seeks views about what
needs to change to encourage more
people to use the outdoors. This includes suggestions around removing
some restrictions on access land and
footpaths, potentially opening them up
to cyclists and horse riders. The consultation period ended on the 2nd October.
Ramblers Cymru has submitted a
strong response that stresses the importance of protecting our path network
while building the vibrant walking culture we want to see in Wales.
Ramblers win Court of Appeal ruling on lost ways (Andrews Case)
Ramblers celebrated the Court of Appeal’s ruling in the Andrews case (July
2015): three Court of Appeal judges
gave a clear ruling that the judgment in

was accepted and I have added the
following pages: Area AGM minutes
since 2010; Area Council minutes
2015; Area Officer details since 1996;
Area Timeline since 1996; and Glamorgan Rambler since 2010. All worthy documents, but lacking the wow
factor to make our webpage a ‘mustread’. Suggestions of webpage content welcomed, or better still any aspiring webpage editor able to breath fresh
life into our Area webpage should contact me : gwynrambler@hotmail.co.uk.
Glamorgan Area Groups have to varying degrees customised their webpages
(special mention to Cardiff and Swansea Groups), though none has gone the
whole hog and replaced their website
with the Ramblers webpage. The
Group webpage does display forthcoming Group Walks for those
Groups that are updating their walks
on the Group Walks & Events Manager and those Groups currently not using Groups Walks & Events Manager
(Bridgend; Cynon Valley; Neath Port
Talbot; Tawe Trekkers) are strongly
urged to make use of this promotional
vehicle. For guidance refer to Ramblers website volunteer zone toolkits.
Give a warm welcome to health
walkers

the original Andrews case, back in
1993, was wrong, and that section 10
of the 1801 Inclosure Act did authorise
Inclosure commissioners to set out and
award public footpaths and bridleways
when making inclosure awards.
This new judgment vindicates the
long-held view of the Ramblers and
other experts that the 1993 case was
wrongly decided. Now that the 1993
court ruling has been dismissed, an
important source of evidence about the
existence of historic public rights of
way can again be fully utilised by researchers working to make sure that
the rights of way network is properly
recorded.
Finally, much thanks to the Area
Group Footpath Officers who during
this year have dealt with footpath- related orders, submitted reports on footpath problems; and responded to
numerous footpath related consultations, including the siting of a bus stop!
Gwyn Lewis

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
At the end of July 2015, Glamorgan
Area had 2343 members, representing
a 3% growth over the previous 12
month period. Glamorgan Area membership performance compares well
against other Ramblers Cymru Areas
(none achieved a positive growth) and
Nation performance (Scotland 1%
growth; Wales and England static).

Many people have discovered walking
through health walks. If health walkers are ready for a new challenge, it
would be great if they chose a short
Ramblers walk. Once they enjoy walking with Ramblers, becoming a member is a great way to meet new walking
friends, have fun and keep exploring.
Glamorgan Area Groups are encouraged to grasp opportunities to establish
links with their local health walking
initiative. For information/support
see the Ramblers website volunteer
zone
toolkits
or
email
volunteersupport@ramblers.zendesk.com

Group membership growth was very
much a mixed bag but special mention
must go to Tawe Trekkers (+15%);
Tiger Bay (+10%); and Swansea
(+10%). Glamorgan Area total includes 343 new members, with Cardiff
(69); Swansea (68) and Tiger Bay (66)
being particularly good at attracting
new members.
Area & Group Ramblers webpages
The revamping of its website has enabled Ramblers to offer Areas and
Groups their own webpage on the
Ramblers website. My offer to be Editor of the Glamorgan Area webpage
4

Ramblers supporting your work as
a volunteer
The Ramblers wants to give volunteers
all the support you need to carry out
your work. To help with this they’ve
made changes to how they handle and
answer your queries relating to: Group
walks; Insurance; Ramblers Routes;
Festivals; Path maintenance work;
Making links with health walks, and
running shorter walks; and Support
with running your group.
If you contact Ramblers on the previous email address you use for queries
about these subjects, your message will

automatically forward to Zendesk.
However, the only address you now
need to remember for any of these
subjects is the Zendesk address above.

GROUP
REPORTS

Ramblers Shop
For a long time members have been
telling Ramblers that they would like
to buy Ramblers t-shirts and pin badges, so they can proudly wear them to
raise awareness of our organisation
and our work. These products (including a number of them incorporating
Ramblers Cymru branding) are now
available through the new Ramblers
Shop. Every purchase you make will
fund Ramblers charitable work to improve walkers' rights and protect the
places we all love to go walking.
Finally, much thanks from me to the
Group Membership Secretaries for all
their work over the last year and wishing Pat Francome a Happy Retirement
after her many years as Vale of Glamorgan Group Membership Secretary.

Gwyn Lewis

BRIDGEND
A 10:00am flight in July saw eight
Bridgend Ramblers set off for Geneva
and road transfer to Val D'Isere for the
start of a grand tour of the Parc National de la Vanoise. We walked some
150 kilometres with a total height gain
and subsequent descent of about
6,000m; in the main following the
GR55 and GR5 in an anti-clockwise
direction. It was a demanding but
enjoyable experience with clear skies
and temperatures in the high twenties
so an early breakfast and a 7.30am
start was a must. Our first night's stop
was in a Refuge on the Col de la Leisse
at a height of 2,758m. Somewhat
more basic than some refuges we had
previously stopped at, we nevertheless
enjoyed a comfortable night and good
food, albeit with the dining room and

Bridgend Group on their tour of the Parc National de la Vanoise in July
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ablutions being in separate buildings
some distance from the dormitory
block and the fresh water supply
straight off the hillside. Throughout
the eleven days of our journey we were
fortunate to see bearded vultures, golden eagles, ibex, chamois and lots of
marmots. We even saw one marmot
chasing a fox out of its territory.
Amazingly on one day we saw the
remains of what appeared to be the
scattered remains of either small wartime bombs or large shells. We only
ever passed through two villages during our journey but did stop at an Auberge in Bonneval-sur-Arc on the last
night. The last day saw us at the Col
de L'Iseran at 2,770m, which was the
highest road pass in the French Alps,
before descending to end at Val
D'Isere. One unexpected, but enjoyable, distraction during the journey was
a free piano recital by Italian pianist
Giovanni Belucci at arguably our best
refuge stopover.
In contrast, in April, some sixteen
members spent four enjoyable days in

the Harlech area based in a house hired
on the Internet. With more temperate
weather we walked in the Rhinog
range of mountains with some intrepid
walkers also doing the more demanding ridges. On one occasion having
parked up the Cwm Nantcol valley
from Llanbedr we decided to take refreshments at Maes y Garnedd farm
which had a history going back to the
civil war. At that time the place had
been occupied by a Colonel John
Jones, the brother in law of Oliver
Cromwell, and one of the signatories
of Charles I death warrant. However,
when Charles II came to the throne
Colonel Jones and the other two signatories came to a sticky end when they
were hung, drawn and quartered. Other trips included four days centred on
Llangollen and coach trips to Llanstephan and a day in Bath, which included, for some, a free guided tour of
the city centre.
As ever the group continued to provide
a comprehensive programme of three
walks on a Sunday, an increasingly
popular walk on Tuesdays and during
the summer months a Wednesday
evening short walk. Thanks must go to
our walks organisers, footpath officer
and other committee members for their
tireless work throughout the year.
John Sanders

CARDIFF
As usual the most important aspect of
our work continues to be providing a
varied programme of walks for our
members. Gwyn Lewis, our Rambles
Officer, has been supported in this by
Wendy Winney, who organises the
Sunday walks, and Kathryn Bennett,
who organises our family-friendly
walks. Thanks must go to all three for
ensuring that we have an abundant
and varied choice of walks. The biggest thanks for the abundant and varied choice of walks offered in the
programme, must go to the many
members who volunteer to lead these
walks: it is a truism to say that without
them there would be no programme.
It is good to see the number of new
names that appear as walk leaders in
the programme pages. Not only does
this enable us to maintain the number
of walks as the age catches up with
regular leaders, it also means that new
ideas and areas for walking come to

the fore, thus keeping the programme
fresh and interesting.
So we are able to offer walks on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and, of
course, on Wednesday which still remains still our most popular day with
sometimes four walks being offered.
Walks range from easy three or four
miles of the family-orientated walks
and the leisurely six mile strolls of the
Friday walkers up to the strenuous
all-day walks that form one aspect of
the weekend and Wednesday programmes.
The monthly summer
coach trips continue to be very popular
and are often over-subscribed. Then,
in addition, we have the Thursday evenings walks in summer. Richard Garman continues his invaluable work
organising walks for the visually impaired in conjunction with the RNIB.
We also provided walks for the Cardiff
Festival of Walks in May.
Linda Hall and Diane McNeil organised a very successful fortnight away
again, this year to Cyprus. Thanks has
to be given to both for all the hard
work that is involved in organising
these trips and ensuring that everyone
has an enjoyable time.
Roma
Whiteley again organised a very successful back-packing walk at the beginning of June, this one was the
Cleveland Way which runs in a horseshoe shape from Helmsley near the
Vale of York along the North York
Moors to saltburn-on-Sea and them
along the coast to Filey Brigg, the most
easterly point in England.
As well as our six-monthly programme
booklets, we have a newsletter,
WalkTalk, edited by Gillian Masters
that goes out to all members. In addi-

tion, Gwyn Lewis sends out a weekly
e-Newsletter to a substantial proportion of our membership and anyone
else who has expressed an interest.
Our Facebook page continues to flourish, passing the 300 ‘likes’ this year.
In regard to other activities, Gwyn
Lewis, as our Footpath officer continues to monitor footpath and alley-gating submitting responses where
necessary. In addition we have responded to a major planning applications for a large-scale housing
development in the open countryside
between Lisvane and Pontprennau.
We now have a new Treasurer, Elaine
Shellard, who has brought us into the
internet age, by signing us up to Unity
Trust’s internet banking which allows
us to send cheques electronically. We
continue, though, to struggle to find a
Publicity Officer and would warmly
welcome a member stepping forward
to help in this area.
Diane Davies

CYNON VALLEY
I was going to write something of the
health benefits of walking with our
group but, as someone who has spent
the last twelve months doing very little
walking owing to a recurring knee
problem resulting in surgery and hopping around the place, I thought better
of it! This will be my last group report
as I am standing down at our AGM
following twenty plus years in the role.
I am also standing down as the Glamorgan Area Secretary to focus on

Cardiff Group enjoying a British summer on the Cleveland Hills in June
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just turning up with the group and
walking (knee permitting)!
Our last AGM was held in Aberdare
Rugby Club on a Thursday evening
and was not as well supported as previous meetings held on Saturday afternoons. However we were treated to an
excellent slide show by our resident
photographer, many thanks Colin.
The business end of proceedings saw
no changes in the make up of our committee and our thanks are extended to
all who volunteered to serve out another term.
Once again our walk leaders have provided us with walks to cater for most
tastes. We have climbed many a hill,
traversed the odd mountain or two or
three, enjoyed the splendours of our
glorious coastline, followed in the footsteps of ironmasters, walked behind
waterfalls, visited Herefordshire's
black & white trail, admired manor
houses, castles, abbeys, caves and
lakes. We have walked up Cupids Hill
& down Mutton Dingle, gloried from
the Devils' Pulpit and even managed
get to the 'Hole in the Wall'. A huge
thank you to all our walk leaders for
their efforts.
The summer saw our short Thursday
evening walks return and have been
very successful, as have our regular
daytime Wednesday walks arranged
by Colin Harris. Many thanks Colin
for your continued leadership of the
latter. However, our biggest thanks are
to our walks programme officer Chris
Harrison for once again producing
such a varied and interesting set of
programmes. Chris is 'retiring' at our
AGM in October after doing the job
since 2002 and will be a difficult act to
follow.
We also arranged a bus trip to Aberystwyth (thank you to Gill) which was
well supported. Unfortunately, not
long into the walk, one of our members
slipped on the coast path which resulted in a coastguard helicopter coming
to her rescue and whisking her away
for a stay in Aberystwyth Hospital
with a broken limb. Hope you are fully
recovered by the time you read this Jen.
On the social front we were once again
enjoyed a variety of events. Our
Christmas meal & social which was
held at The George in Mountain Ash
was a great success, the food was delicious and we had a presentation of
various 'awards' (mostly tongue in
cheek) to a variety of members.

Cynon Valley Group listening to their leader at Foix Reservoir in Catalonia in May

The highlight of the year was our European group holiday to Coma Ruga
in Catalonia where 29 of us made the
trip courtesy of Preferred Travel Services from Cardiff to Reus. A good
hotel in a superb location with the
weather to go with it, walks every other day made for a perfect mix of a
walking and a chill out holiday. When
you read this report, close to fifty of
our members will have enjoyed a long
weekend arranged by our 'allotment
duo' of Rick & Chris to the Cliff Hotel
in Gwbert, Cardigan in September.
Thank you both for making all the
arrangements and leading the walks.
Our thanks to everyone who attended
our holidays and social events and
who contributed to making them a
success and to all who have contributed to the group in any way throughout
the year: thank you. Finally, to our
Treasurer, David Probert, who is also
standing down at our AGM, a big
thank David you for your efforts.
Diolch yn fawr
Allan Harrison

MERTHYR VALLEY
It has been another busy and varied
year for Merthyr Ramblers.
Following our AGM in October I
agreed to replace Andrew Richards as
Secretary and have been on a steep
7

learning curve in an attempt to fill his
shoes! Andrew was secretary for many
years and members old and new thank
him for his commitment to the Group
and for all his efforts on our behalf.
Fortunately he will continue as a walks
leader, sharing his vast repertoire of
walks with us.
Sadly our Deputy Chair, Brychan
Lewis, passed away last autumn after
a long illness. He was a well respected
member who served the Group well
for many years. Congratulations went
to members Ian and Mandy who were
married in May at Nash Point Lighthouse.
Thanks to all our walks leaders and the
dogged persistence of our walks coordinator, we enjoyed a full and balanced programme in a range of
localities, revisiting some old favourites and exploring some new areas.
We also thank the leaders from Swansea, Neath Port Talbot and Cynon Valley who led joint walks for us. I would
also like to thank members from other
groups for their advice and encouragement.
Although our membership has
dropped slightly, our walk numbers
have been boosted by visitors from
other walking groups and some from
as far afield as London and even Dubai. Our youngest, the nine year-old
granddaughter of a member, very
quickly began her apprenticeship in
walk leadership. Hopefully her early
introduction to the joys of rambling

of the founder members of the
Wednesday group Andy Seathe and
Gill John passed away this summer
they will be sadly missed.
Our Wednesday Walkers visited
Snowdon in March, hoping for some
nice weather and the chance to climb
Snowdon.
However the weather
turned out to be wet and windy and
only a few attempted the climb. We
have booked again for next year and
are hoping for better weather.

Merthyr Valley Group enjoying lunch at the ‘Roundabout’ at Begwms in July

will encourage her to become a member in the future.
Our Christmas lunch was again held at
Morlais Castle Golf Club and was
much enjoyed by all. It was good to
share memories and recall events of
the past year as well as looking forward to the future. Our Christmas
card collection was donated to Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. Birdlip in
the Cotswolds was the venue for the
May Bank Holiday weekend. It was a
great success with good food, good
company and enjoyable walks on the
Cotswolds Way, led by Andrew. The
Nant Ddu was the venue for a relaxing
Spa morning for the womenfolk followed by lunch with the menfolk who,
following tradition, went for a morning ramble.
Locally our involvement within the
community continues to grow. We
support Bridging the Gap, a Merthyr
group, by leading short walks during
half terms and summer holidays. This
group provides after school care for
youngsters with a range of learning
difficulties. Some of our members
were able to support a locally organised MacMillan walk and we were able
to take the opportunity to promote the
Ramblers by providing publicity materials. We continue to lead walks for
Merthyr Walking and Cycling Weekend and this year provided walks to
promote a Welsh Tourism initiative.
Many thanks to everyone involved in
all aspects of our group: walk leaders,
walkers and committee members. We
look forward to further developing our

group both locally and alongside other
ramblers groups within the area.
Diolch yn Fawr

Two of our members Claire Donaghue
and Trudy Harris both did walks for
charity. Claire did the Brecon Challenge, thirty miles in ten hours, for
heart disease and Trudy did a ten-day
trek through the Himalaya’s for the
Marie Curie charity.
Neil Parry

NEATH PORT TALBOT

Christine Sloan

MAESTEG
Again this year has been fairly straight
forward with the continued success of
the Wednesday group in achieving
more success with new members than
the Sunday group, perhaps because the
Sunday group do longer more difficult
walks and travel further afield. The
Wednesday walks are still very well
attended, continuing to do more local
shorter walks. We still join with other
Rambler groups on their walks. This
has become a regular event over recent
years and gives us an opportunity to
meet members of other groups. Two

Another brilliant year of walks, from
the valleys to the coasts, with leaders
of commitment. Nice to welcome new
walkers of all ages to both our groups.
On a sadder note, Mavis Williams, our
Treasurer, is standing down and I take
this opportunity in thanking her for the
good work over the past years she has
given us. Brian Ticehurst is our new
Treasurer and we welcome him to the
post.
We had the privilege of hosting the
Area AGM Meeting at the Twyn y
Twr Tavern in Baglan, with a short
walk for all members before the start of
the meeting around the woods of Briton Ferry followed by tea or coffee and
biscuits. The turnout of all groups was
quite high
Our Xmas dinner at the Glyn Coach
House was one of the best so far, in
terms of food. I did not see a sullen
face among our guests. Money well
spent on this venue and I would like to
thank Terry Griffiths on his help in
making this dinner a happy occasion.

Maesteg Group on the way to the summit
of Snowdon in March
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The Big Pathwatch campaign is up and
running (or should I say walking).
Never the less it is a winner. If we all
as a nation devote some of our time in
reporting the grid square of our chosen
areas for any broken stiles or overgrown footpaths, we can go on enjoying our beautiful countryside.
David Smith

Back at home Geraint Thomas continues to do a sterling job monitoring the
footpaths in the area and was successful (with others) in getting two planned
diversions changed at Cosmeston and
Wenvoe, where the proposed alteration would have materially spoilt a
good walking experience. Joy, our
Publicity Officer, continues to get good
coverage of our walks in the local papers and was proposed in the Ramblers
Volunteers Award under the category
“Promoting Walking”, where she was
shortlisted but unfortunately pipped to
the post. She is still a winner in our
eyes though!

Neath Port Talbot Group on Sarn Helen in June

PENARTH
This has been another busy year for
Penarth and District with a good selection of walks put on by our dedicated
leaders, both in the winter and summer. This included the Festival of
Winter walks over Christmas and our
(by now) usual evening walks in the
summer period. In addition to this we
had two “extras”: we hosted the Area
walks on 10th May and worked with
Vale Ramblers to host a group of walkers from Belgium the week of June 7th.
The Area walks all started from Bonvilston Reading Rooms and were very
well attended with 47 on the medium
length walk. Consequently parking
was a bigger problem than anticipated
and my apologies to those of you who
had difficulty. Nevertheless I think
everyone had a good time. My thanks
to leaders Geraint Thomas and Rachel
Armitage (also organiser), and especially to David Field of Vale Ramblers
for leading the long walk; our usual
‘extreme’ leader William being unavailable!
We first became aware of the visit by
the Belgian walkers through Vale
Ramblers who contacted us to see if we
could help host them. They were from
Mouscron which is twinned with the
Vale Council. It took some organisation but between us we provided two
walks each day for five days during the
week. Penarth provided the walks on
two days at Rhossili and Castle Coch
courtesy of leaders Janet and John

Nash, William Milne, and especially
Clive Pleasants, who not only led on
both days but put an extra walk on in
the Waterfall area for those interested
on their day off! The weather was
kind and the fifty-four Belgians
seemed to have a very good time and
were most grateful. It seems likely a
return visit to Belgium may now be
offered.
My own activities this year were limited by an Achilles problem, but I was
able to lead a walk taking in Tretower,
Mynydd Llangorse, and Pen Tir in
July. We had lunch at Tretower and
on leaving encountered a court gentleman dressed (so he said!) in the days
of yore who serenaded us with a medieval flute. Afterwards we climbed to
Mynydd Llangorse through a field of
clover which smelt deliciously of honey. William was so overcome he had
to get a face full!

Penarth Rambler overcome by clover on
the Tretower walk
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Rachel Armitage and Nick James sort
our walks programme and cope with
the (mammoth!) new Ramblers
spreadsheet and our web site. Krys
Chellingworth and Pam Jubb organised an excellent Christmas Lunch
and are already working on the next
one. Val Evans, our Secretary is finally hanging up her walking (or at least
secretarial) shoes: many thanks for
nine years good work! But I am
pleased to say Val Hartrey, ever a glutton for punishment, who was chairman for so many years before me, has
come forward once more to fill those
shoes. Thanks to you all, including
those not mentioned but without
whom we could not function!
Robin Pitcher

SWANSEA
Swansea Ramblers have, as usual,
mounted very full Winter and Summer
programmes. Our Group keeps in
close touch with neighbouring Ramblers through formal and informal contacts and this produces joint walks. In
the regular programme we have combined long and short walks and also
continued to have some in midweek.
Our membership has continued to rise.
We now have 361 members, with 24
new joining so far this year. This
growth, which has been widely noted
within Ramblers, is the result of deliberate policy. We are careful to take
every opportunity for publicity, especially in the local press. Moreover the
diversity of our programme is deliberate because short walks, especially,
attract people who might otherwise
suppose that Ramblers are into grim
long hikes. We have also developed a
very active social life, with meals in
restaurants, games etc proving very
popular indeed. In connection with

boost to enjoy views previously often
obscured by clouds and mists. May
brought the start of our Thursday
evening walks, and also a coach trip to
Bewdley with linear walks along the
Severn Valley followed by a steam
train journey back to our starting point.
We have had skittles and quiz evenings. Often hilarious, and though
hotly fought, the results were not the
most important part of the evenings.
Lovely buffets and good company
were equally important.

Taff Ely Group on a walk near Porthcawl in October

this there have been expeditions away
giving our members the opportunity to
walk in different places. A visit to
Malvern was very popular and one to
Stroud is now anticipated. We continue to maintain close relations with the
Local Authorities in our area, especially City and County of Swansea (CSS)
with whom we organize work parties
undertaking clearance and such tasks
as building stiles and steps. Of especial
interest, this year we have liaised with
all the local authorities concerned in
the restructuring of St Iltyd’s Way
which extends some sixty-five miles
from Carmarthenshire, across CSS and
into Neath-Port Talbot. Work on this
is proceeding. Swansea Ramblers is in
a reasonably good financial and organizational position, and we will continue to undertake a very wide range of
activities.
John France

TAFF ELY
Despite what seems like a year-long
typical soggy British weather we have
had many scenic and interesting walks.
Month on month takes us to different
parts of Wales as we are lucky enough
to live within a 50 mile radius of the
Gower, Brecon Beacons, Herefordshire hills, Monmouthshire rolling
countryside, and our capital city,
where we have lovely park walks and
Bay walks. Bird watchers, plant enthusiasts, photographers, painters; all
members of our Group, benefit from
these walks, and come home tired, but
filled with memories of great days out,
enhanced by good company, if not
always good weather. Add to this our
social events and we think ourselves
lucky people.

Our membership is about the same as
last year, at 180; some older members
have had to give up, and new members
have come along. We welcome them
and miss our old friends, though we
still sometimes see them at events.
Our Saturday Stroller walks, being
shorter and easier have enabled some
of us to continue walking when we
have found the longer ones beyond us,
and encouraged new members to join
us. Year on year the walkers increase.
As we now try to offer both long and
short walks on Sundays, once again
our numbers have benefitted.
Autumn 2014 brought thoughts of
Christmas soon to be upon us, but our
first event of the year was a coach trip
with walks around the Bourton-on-theWater area. Sunny weather made the
Cotswolds sparkle, with both long and
short walks ending in Bourton where
many of us ended a lovely day with a
cream tea. There were many nodding
heads on the journey back home.
Christmas Dinner was delicious, and
Cowbridge a pleasant place to have it.
Over forty members attended and we
caught up on news of those we might
not have seen for a while. Our Mince
Pie Walk took us right up to Christmas, and a glass of mulled wine half
way around gave us the boost to finish
the walk in frosty weather and we ended-up with mince pies and hot drinks.
The New Year saw some members
going for a week's walking holiday in
Malta. We were so lucky with the
sunny weather, and shorts were often
seen. History, architecture, and the
coastline's blue, blue sea lifted our spirits and we came back to wintry Wales
re-energized. Early spring was a struggle sometimes with rain and mud, but
April gave us a welcome warm, sunny
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From my point of view, the year as a
whole was made so easy and enjoyable by a great committee, who spend
so much time organising walks,
events, balancing books, publicising
and recording our year's progress and
representing us at Group events.
2014/2015 was a very successful year.
Martyne Hopkins

TAWE TREKKERS
The Tawe Trekkers have been through
some changes since you last heard
from us. Sadly we had to say goodbye
to
our
invaluable
General
Secretary/Membership Secretary, Sarah Thompson, who left us in January
2015. Sarah had been the vital cog in
our little machine and it will be extremely difficult to replace her. Helen
Thomas has kindly taken over the role
of General Secretary and we remain
confident, that with a membership that
has more than doubled in the last year,
there will soon be more volunteers
willing to contribute to a bright future
for the TT’s.
This increased membership is largely
the result of our active use of social
media to promote the group’s activities. The TT’s now have a vibrant
Facebook group for members to share
their weekly adventures, and a Facebook page to report our activities to a
wider audience and to attract new
members. We also have a YouTube
channel, Instagram feed, and Twitter
and Flickr pages. We haven’t yet resorted to internet dating! Photography
has been an important tool and special
thanks should go to our resident photographer, Kyle Jones, who has contributed to an influx of high quality
photography within the group. Kyle
was the winner of our inaugural photography competition in 2014, with his
photograph of the TT’s, ‘Above Ysta-

Tawe Trekkers near Ystalyfera in November

lyfera’. Most recently we have utilised
short videos of our walks and we highly recommend that you look at our
YouTube channel to watch ‘The Dragon’s Back’, recorded at Pengenffordd
in July 2015. Our increased use of
social media culminated in August
2015 with a complete redesign of our
website. The new website allows for a
full integration of all of our online
communications into one central hub
and we are hopeful that it will contribute to our increased visibility in the
future.
In September 2014, Dai Horton led
Graham Rutt and Paul Harris on his
annual trip to mainland Europe, where
they completed the Haute route from
Chamonix to Zermatt in the Swiss
Alps. Dai soon returned, speaking of
the glory of the Alps, and promptly
arranged next year’s trip to the Maritime Alps, spanning the border between Italy and France.
Our Sunday walks have continued unabated and our pub quiz on Tuesday
evenings, thanks to Robert Hall, went
from strength to strength. November
played host to what is widely considered to be our unofficial ‘best walk’ of
2014, with Paul leading us on an extraordinary trek around the hills of

Ystalyfera. For New Year I led us to
the beautiful Pembrokeshire town of
Milford Haven, where we partook of a
few strolls and much alcohol. Next
year we will be visiting Tenby: keep an
eye out on our social media for pictures
of the fancy dress.
Highlights of 2015 have so far been our
annual stay in Blaenavon for the South
Wales Three Peaks Trial, Andrew Bevan’s Brechfa forest walk from Abergorlech, and Wayne Yeates’ trip to
LLanberis for August Bank Holiday.
The group has also continued to explore routes which include rights of
way that are otherwise seldom used.
These walks often lead to liaison with
the local council, where stiles or bridges have been found to need replacing,
or clearance work where the path has
become overgrown. Most recently,
Graham’s walk in the Cynin Valley, in
the wilds of Carmarthenshire, needed
a total of four days effort to recce and
clear the route.
Dylan Couch

TIGER BAY RAMBLERS
2015 saw the launch of the new Tiger
Bay Ramblers (TBR) website replacing
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the original website produced by members fifteen years ago. The new website, developed by Sue Peirce, is a
satellite site linked to the official Ramblers site.
Yet again we’ve increased our membership, now standing at 262 in
number, but thankfully they don’t all
come out on walks at the same time!
Despite the rain which seemed to appear every Sunday during the summer,
it’s been a busy walking year with up
to three weekly walks. We have had a
variety of walks on different days, visiting a range of areas and various
grades, to offer something for everyone. For the first time we have introduced family walks to inspire young
people, showing them the joys of walking as well as catering for members
with young children. The highlight
was a 2.5 mile walk along the Glamorgan Canal completed by a three year
old!
As always, the holidays are an amazing feature of the TBR experience,
with 2015 being no exception. Some
saw the New Year in at Rhossili, our
annual skiing trip took place in March
and in May there was a fabulous walking week in Montenegro. Other short

it, led the walks and to those members
who joined us to mix with our guests.
Our Group and Penarth Ramblers
have been invited back for a reciprocal
walking week in Belgium, and this is
our next organisational challenge.
Two groups of Ramblers responded to
an invite from the National Botanic
Gardens of Wales to have a free guided walk around the grounds, to see the
improvements they are planning to
make to restore the gardens to their
original design by Capability Brown.

Tiger Bay Group on Gower in August

breaks have included weekends on
Gower, at St Davids, at Cambridge
and in Mid-Wales.
Our contribution to the Big Pathwatch
has involved walking surveys around
St Fagans and we have joined Cardiff
Conservation Volunteers to carry out
our first ever footpath maintenance,
involving digging drainage ditches and
vegetation clearance in Gabalfa.
We also held our annual BBQ at Cosmeston Lakes on 20th June to promote
the group, with a great turn out including families with children, on what
proved to be a lovely summer day. We
even had enough toddlers to create a
TBR creche: yes starting them young is
part of our sustainability strategy!
For 2016, we are looking forward to
hosting a Young Ramblers Weekend
in Cardiff; this is a meet-up of young
ramblers from across Britain set to take
place in May with a variety of walks to
“show off” our beautiful and varied
urban and rural landscapes.

We had two very successful weekends
away at Beer, Devon and St David’s,
Pembrokeshire, many thanks to those
who organised them. The group also
led three walks for the Vale of Glamorgan Walking Festival as per the
previous year, this is becoming a regular part of our programme.
Other highlights included a visit to the
Vale by a group of fifty-four Belgian
walkers from Mouscron, which is
twinned with Barry and the Vale. We
co-hosted the visit with Penarth Ramblers, and between us laid on five days
of walking, with a short and long walk
every day, plus a rest day optional
walk. The walks covered the highlights of the South Wales area and the
Vale of Glamorgan Council organised
a couple of evening meals as part of
their Twinning role. The whole event
was quite a challenge and took a lot of
organising, and the Belgian party were
very pleased with their holiday. Our
thanks again go to those that organised

Andrew Osborne

Organisationally our big changes are
that our longstanding Membership
Secretary Pat Francombe stepped
down during the year, our thanks go to
Pat for all her years on the committee,
and also to Jane Questle for picking up
the role. The Group also very much
appreciates Peter Lane stepping up and
carrying out the Footpath Secretary
role when no-one else was willing to
take it on.
On the footpath front, the Council
Rights of Way team continue to respond to footpath problems but there is
still quite a backlog. Our Footpath Officer attends monthly meetings with
them, and they also attend Footpath
Forums in Cowbridge and Llantwit
Major. Valeways are also doing a good
job clearing stiles and paths using a
group of volunteers.
Creative Rural Communities has completed their project to promote walking, particularly for visitors to the Vale.
Funded directly by the Welsh Government and EU they have identified 10
‘Valetrails’ promoted with leaflets,
way marker discs and publicity. Our
group assisted by attaching special
waymarker discs and, from payment
received for the work, we donated
money to Valeways to print more of
their walk leaflets.

VALE OF GLAMORGAN
Total membership numbers continue
to reduce marginally, but we have had
quite a few new members who walk
regularly. Our actual walking and social programmes have therefore stayed
healthy, with excellent turnouts for the
Sunday and summer evening walks.
We continue to try and offer easier
alternatives to some of the more strenuous Sunday walks, but it is dependent
on enough leaders coming forward.

Our social evenings continue to be well
supported, with drinks evenings and
winter/summer meals enjoyed by all,
again many thanks to Ruth for organising us. We also continued to run a
Ramblers’ stand at the Vale Show, this
year publicising the Big Pathwatch to
whoever we could. Another successful
social event was the celebration of our
oldest leader John Moore’s 92nd birthday, marked by a cake at the end of an
eight mile walk that he led around the
Vale.

John celebrating his 92nd birthday
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Mike Holley

